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Abstract. Data sharing among organizations is a practical application problem. In 2015, T.
Miyamoto, Y. Murakami and M. Kasahara proposed two inter-organization cryptographic schemes
for secure communication among organizations. Firstly, we give a security analysis of their
RSA-based inter-organization cryptographic scheme and show that this scheme suffers from the
well-known common modulus attack. Secondly, we analyse the ElGamal-based inter-organization
cryptosystem and show that it is insecure for multi-receiver setting.
Introduction
Cloud computing and storage infrastructure [1, 2] provides users with powerful and on-demand
computing and storage resources. The security and privacy problems have become one of the most
critical issues of cloud system. Data sharing among various organizations/users is an important
problem in cloud service and other information systems. One simple method for data sharing is that
the sender encrypts the files and transmits the cipher-text files to the receiver. The practical
difficulty of this method is to establish and maintain a large key management system for all the
organizations and users. Furthermore, classical cryptosystems lack flexibility for various complex
data sharing setting. Attribute-based encryption schemes [3, 4, 5] maybe be one of the most
attractive method for data sharing and access control in cloud environment and other systems.
In [6, 7], T. Miyamoto, Y. Murakami and M. Kasahara designed two inter-organization
cryptosystems to achieve secure communication among various organizations (government,
company, school, hospital, etc.). The fundamental idea of two schemes is that Alice (sender)
transmits the encrypted messages or files to the president Bob of the organization who will forward
the message to the expected receiver. One scheme is built based on RSA cryptosystem and the other
scheme is founded based on ElGamal cryptosystem. These schemes need much less computational
amount than the direct re-encryption method.
In this paper, we propose security analysis of two inter-organization cryptosystems. Firstly, we
give a security analysis of their RSA-based inter-organization cryptographic scheme and show that
this scheme suffers from the well-known common modulus attack. Thus the RSA-based
inter-organization cryptosystem is totally insecure. Secondly, we analyse the ElGamal-based
inter-organization cryptosystem and show that it is insecure for multi-receiver setting.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we review two inter-organization
cryptographic schemes, RSA cryptosystem and ElGamal cryptosystem. Secondly, we analyze two
inter-organization cryptographic schemes and find their security flaws. Finally, we give the
conclusion and future research work.
Review of Two Inter-organization Cryptosystems
In this section, we review two inter-organization cryptographic schemes [6, 7], RSA
cryptosystem [8] and ElGamal cryptosystem [9].
RSA cryptosystem [8] is one of the earliest and most important public key cryptosystems. It is
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established on the integer factoring hard problem. RSA cryptosystem can be applied to data
encryption, digital signature and electronic payment protocol.
RSA cryptosystem consists of three phases: key generation, encryption and decryption. In key
generation phase, the system generates two random large primes, namely p and q. The product
N=pq is called the modulus. The system chooses a public exponent e and computes the private
exponent d=e−1 (mod ϕ(N)).
The plaintext m is encrypted by computing the modular exponentiation as follows.
c=me (mod N)
(1)
To improve the computational efficiency of encryption, the public exponent e can be chosen as a
small integer, for example 65537.
The cipher-text c is decrypted by computing the modular exponentiation
m=cd (mod N)
(2)
The Chinese remainder theorem can be used to speed up the computation of RSA decryption.
ElGamal cryptosystem [9] is another well-known public key cryptosystem besides RSA
cryptosystem. It is built based on the intractability of discrete logarithm problem.
Similarly, ElGamal cryptosystem consists of key generation, encryption and decryption phase. In
key generation phase, the system chooses a large prime p and the primitive element g of finite field
F(p). For a user, the system chooses randomly a secret integer x as his private key and y=gx (mod p)
as his public key.
To encrypt a plaintext m, the sender selects randomly an integer k and computes the cipher-text
(c 1 , c 2 ) as follows.
c 1 =gk (mod p)
(3)
c 2 =myk (mod p)
(4)
The cipher-text c is decrypted by computing the following equation.
m=c 2 (c 1 x)−1 (mod p)
(5)
T. Miyamoto, Y. Murakami and M. Kasahara [6, 7] proposed two schemes to implement secure
communication among organizations. They claimed that in some setting the sender is not allowed to
exchange secret information with the specific person in charge in the organization. The sender
should transmit the cryptographic information to the president/manager of the organization, who
can forward the message to the expected receiver. A simple method is
encryption-decryption-encryption protocol which need much computational amount. In T.
Miyamoto et al.’s schemes [6, 7], the president can transform the sender’s cipher-text into the
corresponding cipher-text for the receiver without decrypting and re-encrypting the cipher-text.
In 2015, T. Miyamoto and Y. Murakami [6] proposed a practical RSA-based inter-organization
cryptosystem. This scheme consists of four phases, namely key generation, encryption, forwarding
and decryption.
In key generation phase, the president Bob of the organization generates his/her own RSA public
key (e, N) and private key (d, P, Q), where the modulus N=PQ. Furthermore, Bob generates two
random large primes P', Q' and computes N'=P'Q' as the RSA key system parameters of all the
users in the organization.
Let L'=lcm(P'−1, Q'−1) and lcm denotes the least common multiple of two or more integers. For
each user ID i , Bob generates his/her RSA public key (e i , N') and private key d i . Bob sends the
private key d i to the user ID i via a secure communication channel.
In encryption phase, the sender Alice encrypts the plaintext message M i and its header M H
respectively as follows.
C H = M H e (mod N)
(6)
C i = M i Ei (mod N')
(7)
In forwarding phase, Bob computes the decryption key D i =E i −1 (mod L') and sends the receiver
ID j ’s decryption key r j =e j D i (mod L').
In decryption phase, the receiver ID j decrypts the cipher-text C i by using the decryption key
r j =e j D i (mod L').
M i = (C i dj) rj (mod N')
(8)
The detailed description of RSA-based inter-organization cryptosystem is seen in [6].
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In 2015, Y. Murakami and M. Kasahara [7] constructed an inter-organization cryptosystem based
on ElGamal cryptosystem. This scheme consists of four phases, namely key generation, encryption,
forwarding and decryption.
In key generation phase, Bob chooses randomly a large prime p and the primitive element g of
finite field F(p) as public parameters. Bob generates his/her private key x B and public key y B =gxB
(mod p). For each user ID i , Bob generates his/her private key s i and public key z i =gsi (mod p).
In encryption phase, Alice encrypts the plaintext message M i and its header M H respectively as
follows.
(9)
C H = E PK (P B , M H )
(y i , C i )=(gxi, M i y B xi )(mod p)
(10)
In forwarding phase, Bob recovers x i and computes the receiver ID j ’s decryption key t j = x i x B
s j −1 (mod p−1).
In decryption phase, the receiver ID j decrypts the cipher-text C i .
M i =C i (z j tj) −1 (mod p)
(11)
The detailed description of ElGamal-based inter-organization cryptosystem is seen in [7].
Security Analysis of RSA-based Inter-organization Cryptosystem
In RSA-based inter-organization cryptosystem [6], the manager Bob of the organization receives
the encrypted message and forwards it to the corresponding receiver. In the system establishment
phase, Bob generates and distributes all the users’ public/private key pairs in the organization.
The security flaw is that all the users share a common RSA modulus N'=P'Q', which leads to a
total break of the RSA-based inter-organization cryptosystem [6]. G. J. Simmons [10] proved that if
two users have the public keys (e 1 , N) and (e 2 , N), which share the same modulus N, anyone can
decrypt the cipher-text by using two cipher-texts encrypted with these public keys. Furthermore, J.
M. DeLaurentis [11] gave a complete break of common-modulus RSA cryptosystem. The
fundamental result is seen in the following theorem [11, 12].
Theorem 1. [11, 12] Let (e, N) and (d, N) be one user’s RSA public/private key pair, and let (e 1 ,
N) be another user’s public key such that e 1 ≠e. Given e, d, N and e 1 , a valid private exponent d 1 for
(e 1 , N), given by
d 1 =e 1 −1 (mod (ed−1)/gcd(e 1 , ed−1)),
(12)
can be computed in time polynomial in log(N).
Based on the above Theorem 1, we propose a security analysis and show that RSA-based
inter-organization cryptosystem [6] is totally insecure. By using the computational method in
Theorem 1, anyone can recover other users’ private key in the organization. Thus not only the
corresponding receiver ID j but also any other user can decrypt the cipher-text. Without loss of
generality, let ID 1 be the attacker who tries to recover other users’ private key and the cipher-text C i .
The attack method is described as follows.
Attack 1. Attack method of RSA-based inter-organization cryptosystem.
Input: The user ID 1 ’s public/private key pair (e 1 , N') and (d 1 , N'), any other
user’s public key (e j , N'), the cipher-text C i .
Output: Any other user’s private key (d j , N') and the plaintext M i .
1. Given any other user’s public key (e j , N'), the attacker ID 1 can directly recover
his/her private key d j =e j −1 (mod (e 1 d 1 −1)/gcd(e j , e 1 d 1 −1)). Thus the attacker ID 1
can decrypt any cipher-text encrypted by using the public key (e j , N').
2. For the cipher-text C i encrypted by Alice, the attacker ID 1 can eavesdrop the
information sent from Bob to the receiver ID j . Then the attacker ID 1 obtains the
cipher-text C i and the decryption key r j .
3. With the private key d j computed in Step 1, the attacker ID 1 can decrypt and
recover the plaintext M i as follows
M i = (C i dj) rj (mod N')
= C i Di (mod N')
(13)
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According to the attack method, anyone can recover any other user’s private key in the
organization. Thus no privacy and security exists among the users in the organization. The
improved idea is to generate a different RSA modulus for each user.
Security Analysis of ElGamal-based Inter-organization Cryptosystem
In another inter-organization cryptosystem [7], ElGamal cryptosystem is used to implement
secure communication among organizations.
In [7], the encryption parameter x i is kept secret and relevant with the plaintext M i . Firstly, we
note that x i must not be revealed to the receiver ID j . Or not, the receiver ID j can recover Bob’s
private key x B . With the encryption parameter x i and the decrypt key t j , the receiver ID j computes
Bob’s private key x B as follows.
x B = x i −1t j s j (mod p−1)
(14)
For practical application, Alice may send the message to more than one receiver. In this setting,
Bob should forward the cipher-text and different decryption keys to a few receivers. Now we give a
security analysis and show that one receiver can recover another receiver’s private key if he/she
have another user’s decryption key. Without loss of generality, let ID 1 be the attacker who tries to
recover another users’ private key. The attack method is described as follows.
Attack 2. Attack method of ElGamal-based inter-organization cryptosystem.
Input: The user ID 1 ’s public/private key pair z 1 and s 1 , any other user’s
public key z j .
Output: Any other user’s private key s j .
1. The attacker ID 1 eavesdrops the information sent from Bob to the receiver
ID j . Then the attacker ID 1 obtains the cipher-text C i and the decryption key t j .
2. The attacker ID 1 can recover any other user’s private key s j as follows
s j = ((t 1 s 1 ) −1t j ) −1 (mod p −1)
= ((x i x B s 1 −1s 1 ) −1 x i x B s j −1) −1 (mod p −1)
= ((x i x B ) −1 x i x B s j −1) −1 (mod p −1)
= (s j −1) −1 (mod p −1)
= s j (mod p −1)
(15)
Therefore, ElGamal-based inter-organization [7] must not be applied to multi-receiver setting.
Attribute-based encryption schemes [3, 4, 5] are one of the best method for data sharing and access
control in multi-receiver setting.
Comments on Two Inter-organization Cryptosystems
In two inter-organization cryptosystems [6, 7], Bob generates a transformed decryption key to
the receiver. According to the above attack methods, the decryption key must be secretly sent to the
receiver via a secure channel. Or not, the valid user can recover another user’s private key once
he/she obtains another user’s decryption key.
However, if there is a secure channel between Bob and the receiver, Bob can directly send the
fixed decryption key to the receiver and it is not required to establish the complex key management
system in the organization. That is to say, for reducing the computational amount, they design the
inter-organization cryptosystems and have to spend more computational cost to maintain the
security.
Conclusion
Generally, two inter-organization cryptosystems [6, 7] are classical cryptographic schemes due to
the usage of RSA cryptosystem and ElGamal cryptosystem. Thus they suffer from the well-known
common modulus attack and our attacks.
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In this paper, we propose security analysis of two inter-organization cryptosystems and show
their insecurity. RSA-based inter-organization cryptosystem is totally insecure and must not be used
in practice. ElGamal-based inter-organization cryptosystem has a security flaw in multi-receiver
setting. Data sharing among organizations or in cloud system is still an interesting problem.
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